
 
Story Summary 

This is a fiction story based on Cambodian history about a family during Lon Nol’s time and the                  

Khmer Rouge regime. It talks about a Cambodian man, whose name is Chort, who was married to a                  

Chinese woman. They had a son, Nak, who was one of the most important family members. During Lon                  

Nol’s period, Chort’s family lived happily with joy and peace. During 1975, the Khmer Rouge (KR) entered                 

Phnom Penh and evacuated everyone out of the city, including this family, to the rural regions. Due to the                   

fact that Chort’s wife is not a Cambodian citizen, she got sent to S-21 prison. She suffered in many ways                    

before she died. Chort tried many strategies to help his wife, but he couldn’t save her. After that, the Khmer                    

Rouge soldiers forced him to work on a farm, and his son was forced to become a soldier for the KR.                     

Chort’s son got brainwashed by the KR, and they forced Nak to control many other adults including…... his                  

dad! On January 6th, 1979, Vietnamese soldiers entered Phnom Penh and all the KR soldiers, including                

Nak, fought against them. Chort’s son got killed during that conflict so Chort is the only person who stayed                   

alive in his family. 25 years later, Chort gets really old, and he passes away without taking any revenge for                    

his family. Later on, the ECCC emerges and most of the senior leaders are tried in that tribunal.  

 

Story Script 

 
Scene 1: Before Khmer Rouge = 3 minutes (Visal - Director) 

 

➔ Rooster crowing in the early morning 

Narrator 1 (Somp): This is my story! I am Chort. Let me take you back to the 1970s in Cambodian history,                     

where I found a peaceful life with my family. 

❖ Action: Chort walks in with his wife (Marady) and his son (DP) wearing nice clothes. 

Narrator 1 (Somp): I have a wife, who is of Chinese descent, and we have a son. We got married 10 years                      

ago and our son is now 9 years old; his name is Nak. During this time, we are living under Prime Minister                      

Lon Nol, who created a republic in the country for 5 years in total. During this time, because we were                    

wealthy and educated, we had the opportunity to do things like play football together and attend concerts. 

❖ Play football together (Having fun) 



Nak (DP): �៉�ៗ   កូន��ត់េហើយ��ស់? 

Chort (Vuthy): ��ត់មកៗ!   

Nak (DP): េ��ក�៉�ៗ   កូនចង់េ��ញ�ាំនំរបស់មីងេ��ះ! 

Chort (Vuthy): េ����មផ��វេ����រ�បគំុត�ន�ី   ��ំ��៉ទិញឲ�។  

❖ Action: They leave the stage. 

Narrator 1 (Somp): After independence, but before 1970, Cambodia is a great place to live. We do trading                  

and conduct business with other countries. We construct new buildings. We create new products. We have                

new manufacturing. We sing. We dance. And we develop many skills in our society. Sadly, from 1970 on,                  

there was a civil war between Lon Nol and the communist party. There weren’t peaceful times for most,                  

except the wealthy class in Phnom Penh. 

❖ Businessmen, singers, and foreigners walk in. 

➢ Singers put on headphones and hold paper (look like singing). 

➢ Businessmen and foreigners discuss and shake hands.  

Narrator 1 (Somp): After five years of civil war, the Communist Party of Kampuchea or CPK, was smart and                   

snuck into the city with their soldiers to gain control of the country and overthrow Lon Nol, who had ties to                     

the US. Many rural farmers and communists join and fight for them, which brings us to the 17th of April,                    

1975, when the Khmer Rouge came into Phnom Penh. The sight of the CPK’s weapons showed their                 

strength and power - their soldiers, wearing the same clothes as typical peasants, come near my house,                 

which makes no sense -  what they are doing? 

❖ Action: the soldiers of CPK walk in 

 
Scene 2: During Khmer Rouge = 7 minutes (Sovannou - Director) 

 

Narrator 1 (Somp): The ultimate conflict of my people was that they were seeking out their new lives after 

the civil war, while at the same time, they started their new nightmare of genocide under the Khmer Rouge. 



After the Khmer Rouge entered Phnom Penh silently, many tearful Cambodians heard their announcement 

of…  

Soldier 1 (Maya): �ប��ជន��ទី�ស��ញ់របស់ខ��ំ ពួកេយើងដឹង��អ�ក��ំងអស់���កំពុងែតជួប�បទះនឹងប���េ��យសហរដ� 

��េមរ�កកំពុងែតេធ�ើ��រទ���ក់���ប់ែបកេ��ក��ង�បេទសែខ�រេយើង េហើយ�ប��ជនកំពុងែត��នប���ខ�ះចំណី����រ�ទ�ទង់ជីវ�ត។ 

Soldier 2 (Pich): ដូចេនះដំេ��ះ���យគឺ��េ��ឯ��យ�បេទសរបស់េយើងគឺ��ន����រសល់េ�ចើន��ស់េហើយនូវ 

េពលែដលេយើងេ��ដល់ទីេ��ះ េយើងនឹង��ំ�����ំដំ��ំនឹងបេង�ើនផលដំ��ំសំ��ប់េធ�ើ������ររបស់េយើង ែដលគំនិតេនះ 

���បេសើរ��ងរស់េ��ក��ងបន�ប់ដ៏�សអុះ�ស��ប់��ំង���នចំណី����រ។ ដូេច�ះសូមេម���េរៀបចំេ��ទីេ��ះ��ំងអស់��� ពំុេ��ះេទ 

សហរដ���េមរ�កនឹងេធ�ើ��រទ���ក់���ប់ែបកេ��ក��ង�បេទសេយើង��ក់��មិន��ន េហើយ�ប��ជនេយើង��ំងអស់នឹងជួបនូវប���

ខ�ះរបបចំណី����រ។ 

❖ Action: The villagers cheer: Yeah! Yeah! with a smile! 

Narrator 1 (Somp): Everyone comes and cheers, including my family, and they all leave this fallen city                 

“Phnom Penh.” Some were eager to leave, as they had been starving, without a place to live. Others were                   

worried about leaving their homes and property, but knew they had no choice. 

❖ Action: The song “Or Phnom Penh Ey” starts to play and everyone walks inside the room with a bag                   

of clothes SLOWLY. 

Narrator 1 (Somp): On the evacuation day, the soldiers take my wife away from me because of her Chinese                   

appearance, and later on, I found out that she was brought to somewhere that I never could find, a place                    

where people go in, but never come out. My heart was pounding and I said… 

Chort (Vuthy): ស��កមិត�បង   ស��កមិត�បងឯងយក�បពន�ខ�ំុេ����? 

❖ Action: Bow down and start to cry  

Soldier 3 (Seyha): អត់េទេយើង�តូវយក��ងេ��សួរចេម�ើយ 

❖ Action: Yell aggressively 

Chort’s Wife (Marady):   បងជត   បងជត   ជួយអូនផង!  

❖ Action: Trying to reach Chort’s hand, but the soldier blocks 

Soldier 3 (Seyha): េដើរឲ�េលឿនមក! 



❖ Action: Pulling Chort’s wife 

Narrator 1 (Somp): They took my wife away with tremendous brutality. I could feel her pain and her                  

sadness, but what could I do? Even though I tried to run to her, the soldiers stopped me and were hitting                     

me. My tears cascaded out from my eyes and I screamed my apologies that I couldn't do anything besides                   

see her sobbing and hear her getting further and further away from me. 

❖ Note: Sad sound effects start to play and everyone leaves except the narrator 

At S-21 (Menghouth Director) 

Narrator 1 (Somp): At this time, I had no idea where my wife and other educated people like doctors, 

university students, engineers and monks were taken. We later found out that this unknown place was 

S-21, the deadliest prison in Cambodia, led by Kang Kek Iew, also known as Duch. He was in charge of 

interrogating prisoners, and getting them to confess their crimes, most of which were invented. 

❖ Note: Sad sound effects start to play, soldiers are trying to tie the victim's hands and hit them a little  

Kang Kek Iew (Rathanak): មន�ីរ     ស២១   គឺ��កែន�ងែដលេ��រេពញេ��េ��យ��ពសុចរ�ត   ជន��ប់េ��ទ��ំំងអស់  

�តូវែត��រ��ព   នូវទេង�ើែដលខ��ន��ន�ប�ពឹត�ិ   េបើរ�ងរុស េ��ះេយើងនឹង��នវ���ន��ររបស់ពួកេយើងេដើម�ីឲ�ជន 

��ប់េ��ទ��ំងអស់��រ��ព    ។  

❖ Action: The two soldiers is guarding the victims while they are listening to Duch  

Kang Kek Iew (Rathanak): ជន��ប់េ��ទ�គប់រូប�តូវែតសរេសរនូវកំហុសែដលខ��ន��នេធ�ើេហើយមួយវ�ញេទៀតជន��ប់េ��ទ 

�តូវែតេ��រពបទប�����ំង ១០ ែដល��នេ��ទីេនះ។   

❖ Action: Chort’s wife and others tried to write their confession but then she is sent to the killing field                   

and murdered 

Narrator 1 (Somp): The last time that I saw my wife with my own eyes was on the day of the evacuation. I                       

miss her, and I break down whenever I visualize her in my head. I was not only going through the                    

devastation of losing my wife, but I also had to stand there and watch my son be recruited by the Khmer                     

Rouge. Nak had gone to be a soldier, carrying guns and murdering people, when he was just a boy before!                    

This is hard to talk about... 



❖ Note: The narrator changes and the old narrator comes in. Nak comes out carrying a gun. 

Zone Leader: Ta Mok (Rika Director) 

Narrator 2 (Pan): During the Khmer Rouge regime, agriculture was seen as the key to success; once 

everyone was evacuated to the countryside, they were instructed to produce as much rice as possible. 

While many Cambodians were sent to the Killing Fields as traitors, most people were left working in the 

fields. The killing fields were the most sorrowful for Cambodian citizens and other targeted ethnicities 

because people were executed in these areas, but another terrible place to be was working in the hot sun in 

the rice fields. I escaped the killing fields, but had to work all day long under Ta Mok, the zone leader in my 

region.  

Tamok (DC): ស��កមិត���ំងអស់ែដលចូលរួមក��ង��រ�បជំុេលើកេនះ   �បេទសមួយេនះកំពុងែតជួបប���ខ�ះែដល�តូវ��រ 

ដំេ��ះ���យ។   ដូចេនះស��កមិត�   បុ៉ល   ពតេយើងគឺ��ម��រ��ល់អស់ជន��ំង��យែដល��កសិករ�តូវែតបេង�ើន 

ផល�សូវេ��យក��ងមួយហិច��   គឺ�តូវ��នផលចំនួន   ៣   េ��ន។ 

❖ Action: meeting with other co-leaders 

Co-leader 1 (SB): េ��កបងេតើេធ�ើ�៉�ងដូចេម�ចេ�� 

េបើកសិករេស�ើរែត�គប់���មិន��នក���ំងក��ង��រេធ�ើែ�សច���រេ��ះផងហ�ឹង? 

❖ Action: Stand up and question. Needs to be skinny and sick looking people nearby (Puthea, Soliday, 

SG) to show that they are too weak to work... 

Tamok (DC): េ��បល់��ំងេ��ះគឺ��គំនិតរបស់ស��កមិត� 

�បសិនេបើនរ��មិនេធ�ើ��មប���វ�ធីេ��ះេទ េ��ះអ�ក��ំងេ��ះនឹង 

�បឈមមុខ��មួយនិងេរឿងដូច����ក់��រុណកម�ឬក៏យកេ��ស���ប់ េ���ះស��កមិត���ំងេ��ះមិន��នចូលរួមចំែណកជួយដល់ 

អង���រ។ 

Co-leader 1 (SB): អរគុណស��កមិត�បង! 

❖ Note: sit down 



Narrator 2 (Pan): After they had their disastrous meeting, all of the co-leaders started to turn darker and 

blacker; torture and murder started to happen on a larger scale. People were becoming exhausted from 

working so hard in the fields. 

Soldier Nak (DP): េហក!    េធ�ើ��រ��រកំុខ�ិលេពក! 

❖ Note: fight that worker and kick them  

Chort (Vuthy):   ��ក់កូន   កូន ឯងកំពុងេធ�ើអី?   មកទីេនះមកកូន   �៉�នឹកកូន��ស់! 

❖ Note: he cries 

Soldier Nak (DP): េទ!   ស��កមិត�ឯងមិនែមន��ឳពុកេយើងេទ!   អង���រេទើប��ឪពុករបស់េយើង! 

❖ Note: Yells, runs away 

Narrator 2 (Pan): That was the first time my son had ever done something like this to me; I could not 

believe I had been witness to my own son doing such barbaric activities and forgetting me as a father. A 

few months went by and comrades from my zone started to disappear. I didn’t know where they went...  

❖ Action: The soldiers start to take people to kill  

Worker 1 (MH): ស��កមិត�បង   េតើស��កមិត�បងកំពុងែតយកខ�ំុេ����ហ�ឹង? 

❖ Note: taking workers off stage  

Soldier 4 (Niron): អត់េទ   ស��កមិត�នឹង�តូវប���នេ��េ��ផ�ះថ�ីេហើយស��កមិត�និង��នជួប   ��មួយ�កុម�គួ��ររបស់ 

ស��កមិត�វ�ញ។ 

❖ Note: all the workers smile 

Narrator 2 (Pan): A few weeks later, there was a rumor that the people who were missing from my zone 

were all dead. They were lied to by the soldiers that they were going to have better living conditions.  

❖ Note: Pause, 3 workers: Theara, Vattey, Soliday, come and look around to talk 

Narrator 2 (Pan): The soldiers put all of the people on the truck, blindfolded them and tied their hands, but 

this deceitfulness was just to stop them from getting overwhelmed and knowing the evil plan. Those 

workers were sent to the killing fields, many of which have since been discovered. The most famous one is 

located outside Phnom Penh and is called “Choeung Ek.” 



❖  Note: The soldier brings them to the killing field and kills them.  

Killing and Forced to Marry (Theara Director) 

❖ Note: sneaking at night to dig potatoes to eat with her infant  

Worker-digger (Sovannou):  កុំយំៗ   កូនេគដឹងឥឡ�វេហើយកូន 

❖ Action: pats her child to calm them 

Soldier-lady (Makara): េហ!!   េធ�ើអីហ�ឹង?  

❖ Action: Yell! walk to the back of the worker and take a quick check  

Soldier-lady (Makara): អី�៉�!    ស��កមិត�ឯង�៊�នក�ត់អង���រផង!   ����ន��ប់��ប់ស��កមិត�េនះយកេ��សួរចេម�ើយ���ម! 

❖ Action: the soldier pulls her really strong 

Worker-digger (Sovannou): ខ��ំមិន��នេធ�ើអីខុសេទ   ែលងខ��ំេ��ៗ ស��កមិត�បង! 

❖ Action: she cries and keeps repeating the words, the soldiers still take her to the killing field 

Narrator 2 (Pan): This is what happened to nearly 2 million Cambodians during that time; they went to the 

killing field and never came back. For the workers, the food that we got was so little, only two spoons of 

porridge per day. One day, everyone in my zone was called for a meeting and the announcement was:  

The leader (Sovannary): សួស�ី   ស��កមិត���ំងអស់���ៃថ�េនះគឺ��ៃថ�ជ័យ   សិរ�មង�លចំេ��ះស��កមិត���ំងអស់���។ 

េ��េពលេនះ 

អង���រ ��នសេ�មចចិត�ដល់�ប��ជន��ំងអស់ែដលេ��ទីេនះេ��យ��នសុភមង�លក��ង�គួ��រេ��យស��កមិត��បុស 

និងស��កមិត��សីនឹង��ន��ប់ៃដ���បេង�ើត�គួ��រ��មួយ���។ 

The leader (Sovannary): ដូចេនះ   គូរដំបូងគឺស��កមិត� ជត ��មួយស��កមិត�បុ៊ន។ 

❖ Action: The soldiers start to go and pair up the partners 

The Leader (Sovannary): េ��េពលេនះស��កមិត�នឹង�តូវេ����មួយៃដគូរខ��នអស់មួយជីវ�ត 

❖ Action: No workers are happy with that, but they just pretend they are happy  

Meeting with every worker (Neang L - Director) 

Narrator 2 (Pan): A few days later we have a meeting, a confession meeting.  

Worker 2 (Rithy): ស��កមិត�បង   ខ��ំ��នេឃើញស��កមិត�េនះលួចដំឡ�ង។ 



❖ Action: Stand up 

The Leader (Sovannary): េមើ!   ស��កមិត�   េតើស��កមិត���នលួចដំឡ�ងដូចែដលេគ��ែមនអត់? 

❖ Note: Ask with normal voice 

 Worker 3 (Soliday): េទ   ខ��ំមិន��នលួចដំឡ�ងដូចែដរស��កមិត���ននិ��យេទ។  

❖ Note: Talk with soft sound  

Worker 4 (Vattey): ស��កមិត�បង   ខ��ំក៏េឃើញស��កមិត�េនះលួចដំឡ�ងែដរ។  

❖ Action: point to worker 3 

The Leader (Sovannary): ែត���ស   ��នេគ��ននិ��យ��   ��នេឃើញស��កមិត�លួចេហើយ   េ����នអីនិ��យេទៀត? 

❖ Note: Stronger voice 

 Worker 3 (Soliday): េទ   ស��កមិត���ងេ��ះកុហកេទ   ខ��ំពិត��មិន��នេធ�ើែមន។ 

❖ Note: Talk with about to cry sound  

The Leader (Sovannary): ����ន   ��ប់��ប់យកស��កមិត�េ��ែកែ�ប���ម   ពីបទលួចក�ត់អង���រ!!! 

❖ Note: Yell! 

 
Scene 3: After Khmer Rouge = 3 minutes (Kangna Director) 

 
Narrator 2 (Pan): On January 1979, Vietnamese soldiers approached Phnom Penh and overthrew the              

Khmer Rouge soldiers and its leaders. Most of the Khmer Rouge leaders, including Pol Pot, Ta Mok and                  

others, escaped to Anlong Veng, Oddar Meanchey, as their new home where many of them lived until their                  

deaths. Even though my child had betrayed me, because of my father’s love, I would never hate my son; I                    

always forgives him. Sadly, he was killed before me, during the rebellion with Vietnam. I love you son!  

❖ Action: Vietnamese soldiers came up and start the revolution on Khmer Rouge including fighting              

against the Khmer Rouge.  

❖ Action: The Khmer Rouge run away.  



Narrator 2 (Pan): After the Khmer Rouge fell, chaos began. Cambodia had no central unity, so after awhile,                  

the United Nations came to us to help set up a new government by holding an election. The election went to                     

Hun Sen, who became our new Prime Minister.  

People: ជេ��!    ជេ��!   

❖ Action: People were cheering, shouting and running around with the Cambodian flag. 

❖ Action: People running around, found their family, cry and hug each other from a very long                

separation. 

Narrator 2 (Pan): From that time on, Cambodia has been more peaceful than during the terrible genocide                 

and everyone tried to find their family. But all of those memories of sorrow and pain will stick to their brains                     

forever. This tragedy will never fade away. Some Khmer Rouge soldiers escaped and lived freely until Pol                 

Pot died in 1998; still today, many continue living as average citizens without punishment.  

Action: People come do a normal trade 

Narrator 2 (Pan): Times fly through very fast; I was at my home sitting on my wooden chair, looking through                    

the window at my homeland -- Phnom Penh -- I think it is time for me now, it is time to say good………...  

❖ Action: Narrator 2 fall down  

Narrator 3 (Veng Hour): Life never lasts forever: those were Chort’s words. He died with all those                 

memories, the sadness, tears and devastating experience. His hope was to find justice for all the victims,                 

but he wasn’t successful in this challenging intention, other than his last dream: “I hope someone in this                  

country will help to find justice for the victims of the Khmer Rouge regime, especially my wife.” 

❖ Action: The workers come and sing the “Ou Phnom Penh Ey” song for 30 second, and the other                  

prepare to set up the stage for ECCC 

 
Scene 4: Present (ECCC) = 2 minutes (SG Director) 

 



Narrator 3 (VH): This is 2007, the year that the Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia or                  

ECCC, have finally established the tribunal with support and big help from the United Nations.  

❖ Note: Everyone needs to get ready 

Judge (Ketya): ��ប់��ំេ��ក នួន �� េខៀវ សំផន   េ��ក ឌុច   ចូលមកក��ង����ក�ី។ 

❖ Action: They come in by security guard 

Narrator 3 (VH): Nuon Chea, Khieu Samphan, Duch, Ieng Sary and Ieng Thirith were five of the top Senior                   

leaders who were brought to trial; this list doesn’t include Pol Pot, since he passed away in 1998, without                   

experiencing any trial or sentencing after the Khmer Rouge. The tribunal is open and is starting to                 

investigate and find evidence to prove the truth; because of the court procedures and the quantity of crimes,                  

Ieng Sary and Ieng Thirith both died before the tribunals sentenced them, in 2013 and 2015 respectively. 

❖ Note: Pause 

Judge (Ketya): សូមេបើក��វ����រ! 

❖ Note: Take Nuon Chea, Khieu Samphan, Duch inside. 

Questioner (Malika): ដូចេនះចូលអ�ក��ំងបី���ប់នឹងបំភ�ឺ��រពិត េហើយ�ពមទទួលកំហុស��អ�ក��នបេង�ើតនូវប���ដ៏ធំេនះ   

មក។  េ��កនួន �� ចូលេ��ក���ប់នូវ��រពិត េហើយបក���យ��េតើមូលេហតុអ�ី��ន��េ��កនិងស��ជិក�កុមរបស់េ��កស

េ�មចចិត�បេង�ើតនូវេរឿងដ៏���កក់មួយេនះមក�បេទសរបស់ខ��ន? 

NuonChea (Mengthong): ខ��ំមិន��នេធ�ើេ��ះេទ េហើយខ��ំក៏មិន��នស���ប់�ប��ជនែខ�រ��ំងអស់េ��ះែដរ។ ��រស���ប់ 

��ំងអស់គឺេ��យ��រែតពួក����ន ��អ�ក��ញ់ស���ប់អ�ក��ំងេ��ះេ��យខ��នឯងេទ។ 

❖ Note: Explain in an old manner 

Narrator 3 (VH): How ironic! Nuon Chea rejects that this is his fault! 

❖ Note: Yelling 

Questioner (Malika): េ��ក េខៀវ សំផន ចូលេ��កបក���យនូវកំហុសដ៏ធំរបស់េ��កមួយេនះ។ 

Khieu Samphan (Kimseng): េ��ក ខ��ំមិន��នេធ�ើខុសេទគឺខ��ំមិន��នស���ប់អ�ក��េ��ះេទ ខ��ំ���ន់ែតេ��េ���មប���របស់ 

េ��កបុ៉ល   ពត បុ៉េ���ះ។ 

Questioner (Malika): អស់េ��ក សូម���ប់ពួកេយើងនូវ��រពិត េយើង�តូវ��រ��រពិតសំ��ប់�ប��ជនែខ�រ��ំងអស់���! 



Duch (Rathanak): ��ទ េ��ក ��លេ��ះែដរខ��ំ��នតំែណង���ប��នគុកសន�ិសុខទួល   ែស�ង ស-២១  េហើយខ��ំ��នេធ�ើ��ប 

មនុស���េ�ចើន ែដលេពលេ��ះខ��ំ��នប���េ��យ����នេធ�ើ��រុណកម�េ��េលើ�ប��ជន��ំងអស់េ��ះ ��ំងខ��ំមិនដឹង��េរឿង

េ��ះ��នេកើតេឡើងេ��យវ�ធី��។  

❖ Note: Pause 

Duch (Rathanak): ខ��ំពិត����ន��ពេ��ក���យ ចំេ��ះអ�ីែដលខ��ំ��នេធ�ើ��ស់។ េហើយខ��ំ�ពមទទួលកំហុស��េនះ�� 

កំហុសរបស់ខ��ំ។    ខ��ំដឹងេហើយខ��ំនឹងទទួល��ល់នូវេ��សទណ�កម���ំង��យែដលខ��ំ��នេធ�ើ។  

❖ Note: bow to other 

Judge (Ketya): ដូេច�ះ េ��កដុច  �តូវ��ន��រ��ព��េ��ក��នចូលរួមក��ង��ររួមគំនិតស���ប់�ប��ជនែខ�រ។  

េ��កនឹង�តូវ��ត់េ��ស និង��ប់ពន�ធ����រ អស់មួយជីវ�តក��ងបទឧ�កិដ�កម��ប��ំងមនុស���តិ។ 

❖ Note: Explain briefly  

Judge (Ketya): ដូេច�ះេយើងនឹងបន�េធ�ើ��រ��ត់ក�ីអំពីេរឿងេនះៃថ�េ���យបន�េទៀត។   សូមបិទ��វ����រ! 

Narrator 3 (VH): Kang Kek Iew or Duch’s case has closed. The two remaining senior leaders are Nuon                  

Chea and Khieu Samphan, both of whom refuse to confess. This trial has gone on for 10 years now, and                    

we are all waiting for the day that these men finally get their sentence and spend the rest of their lives in                      

jail!!  

❖ Note: Everyone come up and bow to the spectators 

 
Scene 5: Everyone come together and SING = 3 minutes (Neang L Director) 

 

Narrator 3 (VH): At this moment, we want to bless the souls of every person who died during the genocide                    

to rest in peace with a poem written by Sreyneang L. 

  

��េវ��េនះែដល ពួកេយើងសូមេលើក���មៃដដប់េ��រពនិងរ�លឹកេ��ដល់វ����ណខន�ៃន�ប��ពលរដ�ែខ�រែដល��ន��ត់បង់ជីវ�ត

េ��េ���មរបបែខ�រ�កហម នឹងសូមឲ�វ����ណខន�របស់ពួក��ត់��នេ����ន់សុគតិភពនិងេសចក�ីស�ប់ ែដលកំ��ព�េនះ�តូវ��

ននិពន�និងសរេសរេ��យ េលឿង ផូ�សី��ង។  

 


